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COGNITION 
PROGRAMME OF LEARNING 

P1-3 
 
Children at a very early stage of development need people around them who can 
help them to explore and interpret the world.  They have difficulty in making sense 
of that world and need many opportunities to handle and test out objects, look for 
patterns and sequences in experiences and generally extend their focus from the 
immediate to things further away.   Many children working at the earliest 
developmental levels have physical or sensory impairments that undermine their 
ability to discover things for themselves and have even more need for other people 
to assist them to explore and develop understanding.  Staff need to be very inventive 
in providing alternative ways of exploring.  For example, a child who is blind and 
physically disabled may need whole body experiences such as rolling on autumn 
leaves or being swung in a blanket rather than having toys placed in the hand or 
experiencing hand over hand painting.  Hand UNDER hand can be useful as well.  The 
adult does the activity with the child’s hand lying on top so the activity can be felt. 
 
Children at this very early stage need to experience the same activities over and over 
again if they are going to be able to learn from them.  It may be helpful to find a 
dozen activities that the child responds to and repeat those on a daily basis, in the 
same order every day.  Using an on-off or burst-pause pattern with each activity can 
help the child begin to anticipate what will happen next. 
 
As children begin to develop the understanding that they can have an effect on their 
world, they can be offered a much wider range of activities and objects to explore.  
They are still likely to require plenty of repetition but may be able to cope with 
different examples of a similar activity.  For example a child who is learning how to 
take objects out of containers could learn from removing a range of different objects 
from a range of different containers from the top, the side or the bottom.  
 
When cause and effect has been established, early problem solving can begin.  For 
example favourite objects can be hidden or containers can have fasteners to be 
opened or two steps may need to be completed to find the object.  Enabling 
problem solving for children with physical and sensory impairments can be difficult 
and is likely to involve technology.  Again staff will need to be inventive to provide 
activities that get children to think. 
 
The programme of learning is divided into 4 areas: 

1. Awareness of stimuli- people, objects and activities (All functional senses 
should be used) 

2. Exploration of objects, materials and substances (All parts of the body should 
be used, especially those parts that children can move independently, 
however little) 

3. Control and early problem solving  
a.  Although physical manipulation of objects and materials is vital for 

developing understanding of what those objects do, children with 
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physical disabilities may use eye pointing or technology to aid their 
explorations.  Unfortunately, eye pointing and switch operation does 
not enable children to do all the activities suggested below and it may 
be difficult to assess children’s understanding accurately unless or 
until they are competent eye pointers or switch users.  When planning 
to use switches remember to keep the cognitive process you are 
encouraging firmly in mind.  Learning to use a switch is not the target. 

4. Sequence and pattern 
 
The opportunities suggested are roughly in developmental order but should not be 
treated as steps to be mastered one after another. 
 
Developmental Objectives 
 
The following chart show what pupils at each P-Level (developmental level) should 
be taught in cognition. 
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P1 Cognition 
Pupils should be taught: 

Awareness 

 To demonstrate reflex responses to a range of stimuli 

 To recognise an obvious change happening very close to self (eg: stills when 
hand is massaged or when sees a bright flashing light) 

 To recognise when a stimulus starts and stops (eg: stills, moves limbs, turns 
after the stimuli start or stop) 

 To accept stimuli for an increasing amount of time (eg: will hold objects or 
allow feet to be in the foot spa) 

 To react to a widening range of stimuli (eg: turns to a range of flashing 
objects) 

 

Exploration 

 To use their senses to register interesting events around them (eg: 
listen to drum, watch moving toy, touch gloop) 

 To locate a static stimuli 

 To locate moving stimuli (eg: track a florescent ball or moves head 
to sniff perfume as it passes from one side to the other) 

 To turn to objects and sounds that are activated but in one place 
(eg: turns head to locate flashing light) 

 To make things happen when they move randomly (eg: the space 
blanket crackles when the child wriggles or arm movement 
activates a hanging bell) 
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P2 Cognition 
Pupils should be taught: 

Awareness 

 To anticipate stimuli that occur over 
and over again (eg: smile before being 
pushed on the swing after several 
pushes) 

 To respond to a range of stimuli that 
are quieter/ less obvious (eg: smile at 
quiet singing) 

 To attend to stimuli further away (eg: 
hears music a few feet away or smells 
lunch as the trolley comes in) 

 To transfer attention from one stimulus 
to another (eg: look at jumping dog and 
when it finishes look at moving car) 

 To attend to stimuli in a busy classroom 
(eg: watch another child moving 
around) 

 To locate a specific stimulus against a 
busy background (eg: find favourite toy 
in a box of several toys or turn to name 
in a noisy room) 

 

Exploration 

 To activate toys that 
provide an interesting 
effect randomly and 
without connecting the 
cause to the effect (eg: 
pats a BigMac switch and 
something motivating 
happens or kicks the 
keyboard and sounds 
happen) 

 To explore substances, 
materials and objects with 
some support 

 To explore substances, 
materials and objects with 
reduced support 

 To explore substances, 
materials and objects 
independently 

 

Control and Early Problem Solving 

 To make things move 
deliberately with gross 
movement (eg: knock mobile, 
kick bells swish water) 

 To make things move 
deliberately with finer 
movements (eg whole hand or 
head to activate switch or swipe 
objects that give a strong 
reward) 

 To persist in making simple toys 
do something (eg: keep swiping 
wobble toys or pressing a switch 
to keep the toy active) 

 To operate a toy that requires a 
single action (eg: button on Jack-
in-the-box, switch for bubble 
tube) 

 To activate toys deliberately, 
using different movements for 
different toys (eg: shaking bells 
and banging drum) 

 To shift attention between 
different objects/ actions (eg: 
different actions on an activity 
centre) 

Sequence and Pattern 

 To take turns in repetitive 
games where adult stops to 
wait for a response (eg: 
Intensive Interaction, action 
songs) 

 To anticipate routine events – 
that is see a pattern in the 
event (eg: action songs, 
eating, being hoisted) 

 To recognise familiar places 
(eg: look up at the lights in 
sensory room, go straight to a 
favourite object in the hall) 

 To explore objects that are 
used in familiar routines (eg: 
spoon, cup, hair brush, drum) 

 To take turns actively (eg: 
rolling ball to partner, passing 
objects backwards and 
forwards)  
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P3 Cognition 
Pupils should be taught: 

Control and Early Problem Solving 

 To manipulate objects purposely (eg: empty and fill containers, stacking and 
building blocks) 

 To press buttons to make toy work (eg: keyboard, musical toys)  

 To look for favourite objects when sees them hidden (eg: toy in box, under 
material) 

 To look for favourite objects in a box of similar items (not deliberately 
hidden) 

 To open containers to find objects (eg: lift lid, press buttons, pull top off) 

 To use objects and materials according to their function (eg: brush for hair, 
shoes on feet, paint on paper) 

 To use early problem solving for a familiar event (eg: selecting a car or ball 
to roll down the slope rather than a piece of material or paper) 

 To solve simple problems where understanding the pattern is important (eg: 
when there are 4 pegs to a toy and 3 are in place, look for the fourth if out 
of sight) 

 

Sequence and Pattern 

 To choose between two items, a preferred and a non-preferred 

 To respond to object cue (eg: sits down for a drink when sees the 
cup) 

 To select appropriate resources for a familiar routine (eg: spoon 
for eating, ball for game, shoe after soft play) 

 To assist in putting away resources used in a familiar routine 

 To operate toys that require more than one action to complete 
(eg: bubble tube controlled by latched switch, CD player knobs) 

 To operate toys that need to be pulled apart and put together (eg: 
stickle bricks, Duplo) 

 To follow objects that move within the toy (eg: cars down a slope, 
balls in a tube) 

 To put objects into a container one at a time (eg: balls down a 
tube or click clack track) 

 To select preferred objects from a mixture of objects (eg: in a box) 

 To look at the bottom of a sliding/ tumbling toy for the object to 
appear when it can’t be seen travelling down) 

 To use objects that require two or more actions to complete (eg: 
posting shapes or simple form boards) 

 
 
 


